Coming up…

Homework
Children will receive the following



Weekly spellings and times
tables (given out on Friday).
Talk homework



A piece of work related to
what has been covered in
the week.



Children will also be given a
choice of tasks to complete
every half term related to
our Scrumdilyumptious
topic. Further details of this
can be found in the parent
information booklet and in
homework books.



Grange Primary School

Roald Dahl Day
Thursday 13th September
Children are invited to bring in
£1.00 to dress up as their
favourite Roald Dahl character for
the day.
After school, there will be a Willy
Wonka’s tuck shop in the hall
where children will be able to
purchase a range of sweets and
chocolates.

Children who fail to
complete homework on time
will be required to complete
it in a lunch time homework
club.

Phase 3
Autumn 1 Half Termly Overview
Staff Members:
Sycamore




Reminders





Children should be reading 4+ times a week. Reading records will be
checked every morning.
P.E kits should be brought in this week and left in school for the whole
half-term.
Children should bring a labelled water bottle to drink from throughout
the day.

Class:
Mrs Mukhopadhyay
Mrs Chadwick
Mrs Evanson

Willow Class:

Mrs Rycroft (Monday-Wednesday)

Miss Oakley (Thursday-Friday)

Mrs Harte
Elm:

Mrs Rovizzi

Ms Lane

English
We will be studying a range of text types including poetry, instructions and
narrative.
This half term we will be reading the novel Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
by Roald Dahl. We will be exploring the story in our guided reading lessons
and writing our own recipes linked to the story in our English lessons.
We will also be reading range of non-fiction information texts about the
journey of a piece of fruit from its native country to our supermarket shelves.

In spelling and grammar we will be studying on a range of punctuation and
sentence types. We will also be working on proof-reading our work to check
for the correct punctuation.
At home, parents/carers can help by reading regularly to and with children. It
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is also very beneficial to discuss any new
words or phrases children may come
across at school or at home.

Maths
This half- term our focus will be number, place value and measures.
We will be continuing to learn from a mastery curriculum.

This half-term phase 3 will enjoy a yummy journey of discovery,
sampling fantastic fruits and tantalising treats!
We will be trying different fruits and vegetables and using
investigating them with our senses. Will we like everything we taste?
We will be exploring food and taste throughout all of our subjects at
school and will even be baking and preparing some foods of our own.
Below is an outline of our topic work:

Children will greatly benefit from practising their times tables at home.
By the end of year 3 children should know their x2, x5, x10, x3, x4
and x8 table.

By the end of year 4 children should be confident in recalling times
tables up to 12x12 including the corresponding division facts.
How to support your child with this topic:
This is a perfect opportunity to taste new foods and have a go at following
recipes. Why not bake healthy muffins or prepare a slow cooker stew
together? You could also sample adventurous foods from around the world!

